Alpha-defensin DEFA1A3 gene copy number variation in Asians and its genetic association study in Chinese systemic lupus erythematosus patients.
Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) were closely associated with activation of type I interferon (IFN) pathway in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). We aimed to study the genetic basis of NETs-DEFA1A3 copy number variations (CNV) in SLE and HapMap CHB+JPT populations by quantitative real-time PCR and whole genome sequences data. DEFA1A3 CNs did not differ significantly between SLE patients and controls. DEFA1A3 CNs ranged from 3 to 11 in CHB and 4 to 16 in JPT. The median of DEFA1A3 CNV of CHB (6 copies) was significantly lower than that of JPT (9 copies). Associations of genotype of tag SNP rs2738113 with DEFA1A3 CNs and mRNA expression of IFNα were observed in CHB and JPT populations. Our data provided a genetic reference of DEFA1A3 CNV for further studies and suggested that the genetic pathogenesis of NETs, as well as DEFA1A3 in SLE should be further evaluated, specially in different populations.